
Eduard MiG-21PFM Exterior 1/48
Kit No: 48783
Designed for: Eduard MiG-21 PFM
1/48 scale
Photo Etch parts: 1 fret
Available from: Eduard directly & most model shops

This photo etch detail set from Eduard provides an assorted set of brass parts designed to enhance the level of 
detailing for their own MiG-21PFM kit. The set contains one large PE fret with 60 parts.

As with most of their PE detail sets, Eduard have concentrated on items on the model where the use of PE 
brass provides a more realistic scale size or enhanced level of detail. 

Being an “exterior” set the focus is on pretty much anything which is not in the cockpit and covers the following:

 Undercarriage piping (brake lines etc)

 Main Undercarriage doors

 Engine nozzle petals

 Engine Flame Stabilizers

 External access hatchs

 Pylon rails

 Rocket and Missile Fin detailing

 GP-9 Gun Pod cooling vents

 Antennae and sensor vanes

I have to say that I am not a big fan of using flat PE brass to represent circular tubing/piping, I am afraid to my 
eye it just does not look that realistic (even in 1/48 scale). Using PE brass for parts that represent sheet metal 
works far better as even with today’s injection molding technology model manufacturers cannot get plastic to a 
suitable scale thickness and still retain its strength. 

http://www.eduard.com/store/Eduard/Photo-etched-parts/Photo-etched-set/Aircraft/1-48/MiG-21PFM-1-48.html
http://www.eduard.com/


Of all the parts provided in this set, the main undercarriage doors and ribbing will provide the most obvious 
enhancement to your model. These look very realistic once assembled and are much superior to the kit plastic 
parts if one of your objectives is scale accuracy.



There are a lot of small fiddly parts in this set, any one of which by itself would not really add much to your 
model. It’s only when you combine all the assorted parts onto your model that you start to see the subtle visible 
difference they can make. 

One thing that I did notice about this set was that you do not need to remove (or modify) much of the kit plastic 
to make use of the brass parts. This will make the application of the brass far less time consuming, a major 
factor in many modelers’ minds when they decide to avoid brass detailing sets.



There is no doubt that much of this set provides parts that offer an extra level of detail over those in the kit. Is 
the extra effort worth it, well that’s a question for each modeler to answer. I myself almost never use every part 
from these sort of “general” sets but cherry pick the parts that I feel make a significant difference to the 
look/accuracy of the model.

This set retails for around US$18

Eduard cleverly break down the parts they place in each detail set that they design for a particular model. This 
allows modelers who purchase either the ProfiPack or Weekend boxings to acquire only the parts they require 
to add to what comes in the box. 

Regardless of how much of this set you end up using you will find a useful collection of small nick nacks that 
add an extra little zing to your MiG.



Gary Wickham


